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Tavira Golf Breaks

  

Tavira is one of the most architecturally attractive towns in the Algarve and its origin seems to date back to around 2.000 BC. The location was of considerable importance during the Roman period and a large area of some 45 hectares to the east of the present position of Tavira is being excavated on which there is evidence of a very large Roman settlement. Like most of the Algarve towns, mainly all the major buildings including its castle were virtually destroyed by the earthquake of 1755.

The town has since been rebuilt with many fine 18th Century buildings along with its 37 churches - in fact it is referred to as the town of churches! The town church of Misericórdia dates back to 1541 and Palácio de Galeria is a location of historical interest besies being a cultural centre. A Roman bridge links the two parts of the town across the River Gilão. This area is the perfect place for a restful Tavira Golf Holiday, Golf Break, Golf Trip or Golf Package.

Tavira Golf Holidays, 
 Golf Breaks, Golf Trips and Golf Packages

Accommodation:

    -  4* Vila Gale Tavira

Golf Menu:
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Tavira Golf Breaks

    -  Monte Rei
    -  Benamor
    -  Quinta da Ria
    -  Quinta de Cima
    -  Castro Marim
    -  Quinta do Vale
    -  Costa Esuri

Transport:

    -  Car or Minibus Rental, with full insurance(no excess),
    -  Faro Airport Pickup & return OR Transfer from Faro Airport to Vila Gale Hotel and return
    -  Transfer from Paraiso Hotel to each golf venue and Return

Choose your package details and click here  for our low cost package

Other Hotels:

    -  4* Porta Nova Aparthotel

Contact Us  for more information.
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